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EBA PRESIDENT’S INTRODUCTION

Diversity, inclusion and matters of energy justice are
critically important to the Energy Bar Association, as they should
be to all of us. EBA’s core values commit us to creating an
environment that facilitates robust dialogue and debate with
diverse perspectives. They also commit us to growing an inclusive
community that connects and engages a vast and diverse array of
energy industry participants and thought leaders. These values are
represented in our Diversity & Inclusion Policy that was adopted
in 2017 under the leadership of former President, Emma Hand.
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have seen the economic and educational fallout from COVID-19
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disproportionately impact the already under-privileged — in lost

reliable light to study by. We have lost a Supreme Court Justice
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much loved by many and deeply respected by all. And we have
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witnessed, time and again, the tragic killing of black citizens that
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2020 has been a year that has tested our resolve in many
ways. We have been beset by a global pandemic that takes a

jobs, limited access to the internet, even lack of electricity and

has sparked what may be the largest movement in United States
history.1
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PRINCIPLES TO ADVANCE ENERGY
JUSTICE FOR NATIVE AMERICANS
-

I

BY CATHERNIE J.K. SANDOVOL

am honored that the Energy Bar Association

work. I am grateful to the Yurok Tribe for our

asked me to write this article for EBA Brief.

collaboration that informed the book chapter I wrote,

This article suggests principles to advance

Energy Access is Energy Justice, The Yurok Tribe’s

energy justice for Native Americans, and for all

Trailblazing Work to Close the Native American

Americans. It encourages readers, regulators,

Reservation Electricity Gap, in ENERGY JUSTICE, US

legislatures, businesses, elected officials, and the

AND INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES.1

public

to

meaningfully

consult

with

Native

Service on the American Indian Chamber of

American tribes to support energy justice.

Commerce of California Advisory Council following

The opportunity to consult and collaborate

the conclusion of my term as a CPUC Commissioner

with Native American tribes and organizations

provides opportunities to support talented Native

informed the development of these principles. I

American entrepreneurs. I have appreciated the

would like to thank the Yurok Tribe, the Karuk

opportunity to collaborate with the Karuk and Yurok

Tribe, and Tracy Stanhoff, President of the American

Tribes to develop comments to the Federal

Indian Chamber of Commerce of California, for their

Communications Commission. This article invites

comments on this article. I offer these observations

all

and principles to foster dialogue, consultation, and

infrastructure, and public policy fields to collaborate

collaboration to advance energy justice, and am not

with Native American tribes to advance energy

representing any organization or institution through

justice.

these proposals.

participants

A.

in

the

energy,

environment,

Energy Justice Perspectives

The opportunity to collaborate with and learn

Reflecting on the perspectives we bring to

from Native American tribes and organizations

our work in the energy field informs energy justice

informed my regulatory work as a Commissioner of

work. Perspectives often frame our view of “what

the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)

is,” and may obscure energy and environmental

from January 2011 to January 2017. As a law

justice gaps outside of our personal experience or

professor at Santa Clara University School of Law

field of work or study.

where I teach Energy Law, Communications Law,

As a Latina who grew up in communities that

Contracts, and Antitrust Law, consultation with

faced energy and environmental justice challenges,

Native American tribes has enriched my academic

these perspectives inform my work to understand the
29

range of energy, environment, and climate justice

our perspectives and ask whether programs, policies,

challenges Americans face. I am originally from East

and projects serve the range of energy needs in our

Los Angeles where my family lived in a trailer park

communities,

before we moved up to the barrio where we lived in

protection and safe, reliable service, at just and

an apartment. When my family moved to a nearby

reasonable rates.

city, Montebello, we were not informed that our

B.

home was built on top of an active natural gas storage

consistent

with

environmental

The Native American Reservation
Electricity Gap

field in an area of capped oil wells, near an operating

On many Native American reservations, lack

dump. By the time I went to graduate school at

of energy access reduces health, economic, and

Oxford, methane leaked into several homes, leading

educational opportunities, harming tribal members

at least five homes to be razed.2 CPUC proceedings

and our nation.

led to that natural gas storage field’s closure, while

Administration (EIA) reported in 2000 that 14% of

litigation continued about the source of the methane

households on Native American reservations have no

leaks, and the dump was classified as a superfund site

access to electricity, compared to 1.4% nationally.4

and closed.3

The U.S. Energy Information

EIA has not updated its analysis of the Native
American reservation electricity gap since its report

“A different type of energy
justice challenge faces those
without access to electricity.”

published

twenty

years

ago.

The

American

Community Survey (ACS), a component of the U.S.
Census, obscures electricity access gaps through the
question it asks about household energy fuel. The

A different type of energy justice challenge

2020 ACS asks “[w]hich FUEL is used MOST for

faces those without access to electricity. My mother

heating this house, apartment, or mobile home?”5

often told us stories about her family in rural Benson,

That ACS question offers a multiple choice energy

Arizona, and the years during which they lacked

menu of fuel alternatives, “Gas: from underground

access to electricity. She recounted how they laughed

pipes serving the neighborhood; Gas: bottled, tank,

when someone gave my grandfather Christmas lights

or LP; Electricity; Fuel oil, kerosene, etc.; Coal or

as a gift for building a wall. Since their home had no

coke; Wood; Solar energy; Other fuel; No fuel

electricity, they strung up the lights which twinkled

used.”6 These census questions leave the public

in the sunlight and stayed dark after sundown.

uninformed about whether the household responding

Benson was ultimately served by a rural electric

to the survey has access to the electric grid. Better

cooperative which still serves that area today.

data collection and more research is needed to fill
this information gap.

Decades later, many Native American
reservations still lack access to the electric grid.

“Tracy Stanhoff, President of the American

These energy justice challenges invite us to broaden

Indian Chamber of Commerce of California,
30

observed that utility infrastructure and services often

communities.12 Infrastructure access influences

stop just outside the border of many Native American

vulnerability to COVID-19 infection and health

reservations.”7 While several projects led by Native

outcomes. CDC cited “shared transportation, limited

American tribes have narrowed the Native American

access to running water, household size, and other

reservation electricity gap, thousands of households

factors that might facilitate COVID-19 community

and institutions serving tribal members remain

transmission.”13
“Grid-electricity access will enable Internet

without electric grid access in 2020. The electric
grid’s absence fuels lack of access to infrastructure

and

interconnected with electricity including water,

interconnected

water treatment, telephone, and Internet facilities and

dependent on electricity.”14 Lacking robust internet

services.

connections, many fire crews working on Native

communications

buildout

as

infrastructures

they

are

increasingly

The COVID-19 pandemic highlights the

American reservations must “meet in person rather

urgency of closing the Native American reservation

than stage briefings via Zoom, as federal crews

infrastructure gap. The U.S. Centers for Disease

have done elsewhere during the pandemic.” 15

Control and Prevention (CDC) reported that in “23

Electricity access will improve fire safety, water

states

and

with

sufficient

COVID-19

patient

wastewater

access

and

treatment,

race/ethnicity data, the overall COVID-19 incidence

telecommunications access, health, educational,

among AI/AN [American Indian/Alaska Native]

economic, and civic opportunity.

white

In the spirit of consultation and collaboration,

The numbers of Native Americans

and respectful of tribal sovereignty, this article

afflicted by COVID-19 is likely higher as Arizona

humbly proposes six principles to advance energy

was excluded from CDC’s analysis due to the

justice for Native Americans. These principles will

absence of data tracking race/ethnicity and Native

help the federal government to fulfill its trust

American ancestry.9

responsibility to Native American tribes. Fostering

persons
persons.”8

was

3.5

times

that

among

The Navajo Nation, whose reservation spans

energy justice for Native Americans will improve

parts of Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, and Colorado

prospects for all Americans, advance our economy,

reported 10,501 cases and 560 confirmed deaths of

protect the environment, and promote equity.
C. Principles to Advance Energy Justice

COVID-19, Dikos Ntsaaígíí in the Navajo language,
as of October 6, 2020.10 Large portions of the Navajo

for Native Americans

Nation have no access to grid electricity or running

Principle 1: Respect Tribal Sovereignty

water.11 In 2019, approximately 15,000 families on

Respect for tribal sovereignty forms the

the Navajo Reservation lacked access to electricity,

cornerstone of Native American energy justice. For

leaving at least 60,000 people without access to this

millennia, Native American tribes thrived as

resource long taken for granted in most American

stewards of the land with their own legal systems in
31

the territory that became the United States of

CPUC collaborated with the Morongo Tribe to visit

America.16 Tribal governments predate the U.S.

their reservation where tribal residents had only dial-

Constitution, and are entitled to respect as sovereign

up level Internet service in 2015 at their reservation

governments.17

near Palm Springs, California, next to a major federal

Despite

massacres

of

Native

Americans by settlers (often with federal or state

interstate highway.

government knowledge and support), diseases

Much of the land on Native American

brought by settlers,18 and attempts to terminate

reservations in the lower 48 states is held in trust by

several Native American reservations,

19

the federal

the United States government for the benefit of one
tribes.23

government recognizes 574 Native American

or

tribes,20 many of which control tribal land or act as

Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act addressed

stewards for land held in trust for Native American

land claims by Alaska Natives who hold land through

tribes.

corporations whose members are Alaska Natives.24

more

In

contrast,

the 1971

Federal law and many state laws require

Many Alaska Native villages also lack access to grid

meaningful consultation with Native American tribes

electricity, depend on diesel fuel or oil, and pay high

prior

to

government

action.21

Meaningful

energy costs, conditions that undermine access to
clean water and telecommunications services.25

consultation requires more than sending a notice or
making information available on the Internet.

Proposals to develop energy infrastructure on

Failure to follow tribal consultation requirements or

tribal trust land require consultation with and consent

to adequately consider tribal impacts may lead to

of Native American tribes as well as the federal

litigation, reversals, and remands for failure to meet

government.26 Federal law and policy also require

applicable legal standards.22

consultation with Alaska Native corporations.27 State
eminent domain rules do not extend to tribal trust
land.28 Minerals on tribal lands are part of the land

“Regulators should consult
with Native American tribes
about opportunities to hold
public hearings on tribal lands.”

held in trust for the tribe.29
Several tribes live with downstream effects of energy
projects developed without tribal consultation, many
built prior to environmental laws such as the Clean
Water Act and Clean Air Act.30 Removal of four

Regulators should consult with Native

dams on the Klamath River in California —J.C.

American tribes about opportunities to hold public

Boyle in Oregon and Copco I, Copco II and Iron Gate

hearings on tribal lands. As a CPUC Commissioner,

in California—is a priority for the Yurok Tribe and

I had the honor of coordinating with the Karuk,

the Karuk Tribe.31 These facilities, built between

Hoopa, Yurok, and Agua Caliente tribes to hold

1918 and 1962 with an aggregate hydroelectric

public participation meetings on tribal lands. The

capacity of 43 megawatts (MW), have been
32

operating on year-to-year license extensions after

sector decisions that excluded many Native

their FERC license expired in 2006. Craig Tucker, a

American reservations from ‘universal service’

natural resources consultant for the Karuk Tribe

policies.”34 The Rural Electrification Administration

describes the dams as “monuments to colonialism.”32

did not make Native American tribes eligible for

In July 2020, the Federal Energy Regulatory

grants.35 Many federal and state “universal service”

Commission (FERC) issued a decision requiring the

policies did not reach Native American reservation

dam licensee, Pacific Power, to stay on the license as

households and institutions.36 State public utility

a condition of the license transfer to a non-profit that

commission “cost-causer pay policies” result in costs

would oversee dam removal if FERC approved the

of $40,000-$60,000 per mile or more to connect

license surrender application.33 FERC’s decision

households to grid electricity who were skipped

complicates

longstanding

when universal service policies spread costs to serve

proceeding. Meanwhile, the dams continue to

like peanut butter over the grid.37 It is decades past

impede fish passage and promote blue green algae

time to address these inequities.

progress

in

this

blooms that limit access to fish that have been critical

Examples of tribal leadership in addressing

to the diet and health of tribes living along the river.

infrastructure gaps informs the analysis of energy
needs on reservations and potential strategies to

“Outreach must provide
sufficient lead times to include
robust participation.”

redress these gaps. Over the course of nearly three
decades, the Yurok Tribe, California’s largest tribe,
led efforts to develop and construct electric grid
access for many reservation residents and the

Decisions

about

metering,

elementary school in the upriver portion of the

wildfire safety, energy reliability, safety standards,

reservation near Weitchpec, California.38 Though

ratemaking

project

that line was energized in 2018, energy challenges

construction impacting tribal lands, and many more

remain. “Over 40% of the Upper Yurok reservation

topics affect Native American tribes. Outreach must

has no access to basic telephone or electricity

provide sufficient lead times to include robust

services,” contributing to poverty rates averaging

participation.

and

80%.39 Yurok Reservation residents in those areas

philanthropic sector should support resources for

“get their electricity from gas or diesel-powered

regulatory participation by Native American tribes in

generators, which pose health risks for residents,

federal and state proceedings.

pollute the environment, and cost up to four times

Principle 2: Energy Access is Foundational to

more than conventional grid electricity.”40

decisions,

The

net

energy

proposals

federal

for

government

The Yurok Tribe’s energy strategic plan

Energy Justice
“Energy infrastructure poverty is community

seeks to “make sure all Tribal members living within

poverty stemming from federal, state, and private

the Yurok Ancestral Territory have access to reliable,
33

affordable, modern, cost-effective energy services.

510 families, and to extend telecommunications and

In addition, the Tribe seeks an energy program that

water facilities and services on the reservation by the

promotes energy self-sufficiency, environmental

December 2020 deadline to use the funds.48

sustainability, use of local renewable resources, job
creation and economic opportunity for Tribal

“The United States government
should commit to and fund
Native American infrastructure
needs.”

members.”41
To

support

this

plan,

the

Charitable

Foundation of the Energy Bar Association (CFEBA)
awarded a grant to support the Yurok Tribe’s microgrid project at its Tulley Creek Complex on the
Yurok

Reservation

“which

includes

The United States government should

critical

commit to and fund Native American infrastructure

infrastructure such as a fire center and emergency
services office.”42

needs.

The micro-grid will increase

funding such as the CARES program that envisions

reliability while the Yurok Reservation “faces
increasingly

frequent

and

lengthy

a dramatically accelerated construction pace as

service

winter looms.

interruptions due largely to wildfire risk” on the part

infrastructure

of the reservation served by PG&E where many still
lack access to grid electricity.43

Support for Native American
programs

must

recognize

that

matching fund requirements create high participation

Many Native

hurdles.49 Non-profits, businesses, and states can

American reservations that have electricity access

assist with matching grants and resources as

are often located at the end of radial lines, and suffer
outages that last for days, not hours.

Doing so requires more than one-time

programs are revamped to redress Native American

44

reservation infrastructure gaps.

The Navajo Tribal Utility Authority (NTUA)

Principle 3: Foster Tribal Energy Ownership and

leads work to provide electric grid access and solar

Clean Energy Opportunities

energy to tribal members.45 NTUA has identified

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory

15,000 families (approximately 60,000 people)
without power on the Navajo reservation.

46

(NREL) estimated in 2010 that there is “17,600

Through

billion kWh/year of solar energy potential on Indian

the Coronavirus Aid Relief and Economic Security

lands in the lower 48 states.”50 NREL estimates the

(CARES) Act, the Navajo Nation was awarded

potential for “535 billion kWh/year of wind energy”

“$13.8 million in federal coronavirus relief funds to

from “Indian lands in the contiguous 48 states, which

use for power projects; $24.7 million to increase the

is equivalent to 14 percent of current U.S. total

capacity of the electrical grid; $20.9 million for

annual energy generation.”51

cisterns systems; $18.6 million for wastewater

NREL’s study focused on potential for

systems; and $32.8 million to expand wireless and

energy generation including power exports but did

broadband.”47 NTUA plans to extend electricity to

not analyze the lack of energy access on many Native
34

American

reservations

or

the

potential

for

The Moapa Southern Paiute Solar Project is a

renewables to mitigate the Native American

250 MW solar project located on the Moapa River

reservation electricity gap. The lack of distribution

Indian Reservation in Clark County, Nevada.58 “The

infrastructure on many Native American reservations

project generates enough clean solar energy to serve

makes energy designed for export inaccessible to

the needs of about 111,000 homes per year,” and has

many homes, businesses, and tribal institutions.

“a Power Purchase Agreement with the Los Angeles

“Energy access is a predicate for energy justice.”52

Department of Water and Power to deliver clean,

A microgrid on the Blue Lake Rancheria in

solar energy for 25 years.”59 More opportunities for

Humboldt County, California illustrates the benefits

tribal energy projects remain to help tribes serve their

of tribal ownership of energy infrastructure. The

energy needs, develop energy infrastructure, and

1,500 solar panel and battery-powered microgrid is

contribute to our nation’s energy development.

designed to go into “island” mode to safely provide

Principle 4: Support Native American Energy

power even when the grid goes down.53 During the

Contracting, Employment, and Entrepreneurial

“public safety power shutoff” PG&E initiated on

Opportunities

October 9, 2019, the Blue Lake Rancheria’s

Energy justice requires that contracting,

microgrid allowed the tribe to operate “one of the

employment, and diversity and inclusion policies

only gas stations in the county with power,” to

include Native American tribes, tribal members, and

provide “diesel to United Indian Health Services to

entrepreneurs. As a member of the advisory board

refrigerate their medications and to the Mad River

for the American Indian Chamber of Commerce of

Fish Hatchery to keep their fish alive.”54 Nearly

California, I’ve had the honor of collaborating to

“10,000 nearby residents came to the [Blue Lake

support Native American entrepreneurs who work in

Rancheria] reservation for gas and supplies,” on

nuclear

October 9, 2019 as the microgrid provided a reliable

advertising,

power source.55

construction, and many other fields. Contracting and

engineering,
planning,

business,

finance,

environmental

law,

analysis,

Between 2010-2018, in support of 170 tribal

employment programs must include the many

led energy projects, the U.S. Department of Energy’s

talented Native American leaders and businesses

(DOE) Office of Indian Energy invested $70 million,

who contribute to the energy field.

leading to 32 MW of new energy generation on
Indian

lands.56

The

Office

of

Contract

policy

transparency

such

as

Indian

providing access to information about prime

Energy provided an average of $7.8 million per year

contractors will support opportunity and fairness.

in federal funding for new renewable energy projects

Capacity building and training to help entrepreneurs

since 2010, adding 18.5 MW of new tribal renewable

meet cybersecurity, bonding, and other requirements

capacity, including 10.1 MW of solar and 3.2 MW of

can open doors for mutually beneficial work. Access

wind energy.57

to capital is critical to support Native American tribes
35

and

entrepreneurs.

government’s

members. Reference to non-discrimination on the

Community Development Financial Institutions

basis of race and ethnicity is insufficient to include

(CDFI)

supports

Native American tribes who are recognized as

“financial, technical assistance, and training to build

sovereign governments and Native American

the

ancestry.

Native

capacity

The

federal

Initiatives

of

CDFIs

program

serving

Native

Communities.”60 Investing in and supporting Native

Law schools, bar associations, businesses,

American businesses and institutions that provide

governments, law firms, and other institutions should

capital is critical to economic development and

examine and enhance their efforts to support the

opportunity.

participation of Native American lawyers in the

Companies and agencies proposing to work

energy bar. Doing so requires commitment to

on tribal lands must respect and consult tribal laws,

support education of Native American youth and

including federal laws and tribal codes designed to

their studies in college, law, and graduate school.

build the workforce capacity of tribal members.61

Financial support and professional mentorship are

Tribal laws, such as the Yurok Tribal Code, require

critical to inclusivity in the profession. Opportunities

companies, including utilities, to employ tribal

for Native American lawyers and students to serve as

members for construction projects over $5000 or

presenters at seminars can foster knowledge sharing

non-construction projects over $2000 where the

and highlight diverse talent.

majority of the work under the contract or

Principle 5: Promote Access to Energy Efficiency

subcontract will occur on Yurok lands, or the work

and Energy Affordability Programs

utilizes Tribal funds.62

Energy efficiency promotes affordability,

NativeSUN, a native-led non-profit that

reliability, and safety as we avert blackouts, and

promotes renewable energy, energy efficiency, and a

combat climate change. Energy efficiency programs

just energy transition through education and

are important for those living on and off Native

workforce training, provides a model to foster energy

American reservations.

and economic opportunities for Native Americans.63

The Yurok Tribe’s Energy Strategic Plan

NativeSUN’s programs include workforce training,

seeks to promote energy efficiency through tribal

and a Solar Club that provides educational resources

building

to connect “climate change and a just energy

efficiency programs, and energy audits.65 Energy

transition.”64

efficiency programs must recognize the role of tribal

Diversity and inclusion policies must include
Native American tribes and tribal members.

codes,

CPUC-administered

energy

governments in providing housing, on and off the

We

reservation, and consider the needs of renters. Many

need to examine governmental and organizational

tribal governments run energy efficiency and

diversity and inclusion policies to ensure that those

weatherization programs supported by federal Low

policies include Native American tribes and tribal

Income Heat and Energy Assistance Program
36

(LIHEAP) funds.66 Yet, the federal government has

downpours. Native Americans living on tribal lands

rendered LIHEAP chronically underfunded and

face high wildfire risks, dangers elevated by drought

unable to meet the needs for energy efficiency and

and lack of access to telecommunications, electric,

affordability assistance.67

and water service.68

When I served as a CPUC Commissioner I

Karuk Tribal Chairman Russel “Buster”

found that many energy efficiency programs were

Attebery spoke to my Energy Law Class at Santa

designed with a homeowner paradigm that assumed

Clara University via Zoom in September 2020.

the

up-front

Chairman Attebery shared the Karuk Tribe’s

investments, often costing $10,000 or more. This

philosophy that if you “take care of the ecology, the

paradigm did not reflect reality five years ago when

economy will follow.” This philosophy can steer

I was a member of the CPUC, and it remains

policies to promote economic opportunity while

unrealistic for many households today.

protecting people and the environment.

homeowner

could

make

large

The

economic downturn, job and income losses caused

D. Building American Infrastructure and

by the COVID-19 pandemic underscore the need for

Achieving

energy affordability and programs that serve renters,

Leadership

homeowners, tribal governments, and non-profit

Energy

Justice

Through

Tribal

Through consultation with tribal leadership,

housing for low-income Americans.

we can collaborate to promote energy justice. As our

Principle 6: Assess and Address the Impact of

nation works to heal long-standing inequities and to

Climate Change on Native American Reservations,

promote health and opportunity amid the COVID-19

Tribal Lands, and Native American Tribal

pandemic, closing the Native American reservation

Members

infrastructure gaps must be a national priority.

Many Native American reservations and
Alaska Native Corporations are highly vulnerable to
climate change. Sea level rise may inundate tribal

Catherine J. K. Sandoval,
Associate Professor of Law, Santa
Clara University

lands, including sacred burial grounds. Floods can
devastate tribal communities. Poor roads on

For a full bio, please visit here.

reservations can become impassable rivers after
1
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